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William Shakespeare’s works are most well-
known on the stage in the form of a play. When
the words at the heart of the story are removed
and replaced with choreographed movement, it al-
lows the audience to experience the stories, char-
acters, and plots in a more emotionally focused
manner. Ballet interpretations of some of Shake-
speare’s most famous works are often taken on
by world-renowned ballet companies, such as The
Royal Ballet in London and The New York City
Ballet. Companies and choreographers around
the world are able to bring new light and depth
to the emotional sides of these stories, giving more
room to certain moments of the plot through dance
that allow the audience to participate in a unique
viewing of well-known texts. Looking at Shake-
speare’s works through a lens which removes the
written word and instead relies on movement and
expression refocuses the familiar elements of the
stories into an emotionally driven experience.
Theseus, the duke of Athens in William
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream asks,
“Come now, what masques, what dances shall
we have / To wear away this long age of three
hours / Between our after supper and bedtime?”
(5.1.29-35) Shakespearean characters often per-
form within the stories they exist in, and stag-
ing Shakespeare’s works has been the longest run-
ning form of their adaptation. The act of per-
formance is a driving element of Shakespearian
interpretation, but what is lost and gained when
the language that the stories are based in is com-
pletely removed? What is the effect when bod-
ies become the vessel of performance rather than
words? The world of ballet has an established
history with Shakespeare’s works, and companies
such as The Royal Ballet in England and The
New York City Ballet utilize ballet performances
of Shakespeare’s plays regularly in their seasonal
repertoires. In the absence of the spoken and writ-
ten word, these productions instead rely on bodily
movement, expression, musicality, and choreogra-
phy to convey what would normally be spoken to
the audience. The unique ability to transcend lan-
guage and instead rely on the perception of move-
ment by the audience to tell the stories laid out in
Shakespeare’s plays belongs exclusively to ballet
and other choreographic styles. As Shakespearean
ballet productions have risen in popularity, there
has been an increase in the diversity of stylistic
choices from stage to stage in turn. Some pro-
ductions, such as Julien Lestel’s choreographing
of Romeo and Juliet, use only minimal costumes
and set pieces and rely on lighting and movement,
while other productions of the same play, such as
the Royal Ballet, make the intricate costume and
elaborate set choices as much a part of the story as
the dancing. The removal of the spoken word from
stagings of Shakespeare as ballet does not restrict
the meaning from the work of the audience—it en-
hances it. By translating Shakespeare into ballet,
the characters and lines are reframed into a series
of movements that allows the audience to more au-
thentically experience the work, regardless of lan-
guage or geography. The freedom to make deci-
sions on how the work will be performed as move-
ment allows for directors and choreographers to
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take a relative approach and determine what will
resonate most with their specific audience based
on where in the world the performance is hap-
pening. Shakespearian choreography removes the
emphasis from the written word, and instead puts
a spotlight on the emotional drives and experi-
ences of the characters—making it a more univer-
sal event to participate in as an audience mem-
ber than stagings which only utilize the written
word. This “refocusing” of the works of Shake-
speare into the emotional lens creates a new ex-
perience of the stories that serve as inspiration for
the choreography which can be influenced by the
location and culture in which the performances are
taking place.
1. The Tragedy in Ballet
Romeo and Juliet is likely the most widely
performed Shakespearian ballet, with the orches-
trations of Segei Prokofiev lending themselves to
a beautiful yet heart-wrenching retelling of the
tragic fate of the Montagues and Capulets. Given
the centrality of Romeo and Juliet’s connection
to the plot, the ballet’s original choreography by
Kenneth Macmillan—as well as most of the ren-
ditions choreographed after—relies on the use of
multiple pas de deux dances. Pas de deux trans-
lates to “dance of two”, and in ballet refers to
a dance typically reliant on a substantial amount
of partnering. Romeo and Juliet engage in two
major pas de deux numbers, one set on the bal-
cony of the Capulet’s house at the end of Act I,
and one set in Juliet’s bedroom in Act II. The bal-
cony pas de deux lines up most directly with Act
2 Scene 1 of the written play, in which Romeo has
scaled the wall of the Capulet’s home in search
of Juliet when she appears from a window above
him. Romeo refers to Juliet utilizing idyllic and
angelic imagery, saying “Juliet is the sun” (2.1.45)
and calling her “a bright angel” and “a winged
messenger of heaven” (2.1.68-70). The physical
placement of Juliet above Romeo as indicated in
the stage directions is translated into the choreog-
raphy through the utilization of elongated lifts and
balances in which Romeo is placing Juliet above
himself, drawing the audience’s attention to her
rather than himself. The Royal Ballet’s production
in 2019 employs Kenneth MacMillan’s choreog-
raphy, which has been utilized in the Royal Opera
House’s productions of the play since its premiere
in 1965 (Royal Opera House Romeo and Juliet).
In addition to sustained lifts throughout, this pas
de deux is unique in the way it is able to cap-
ture the aspect of young love that drives Romeo
and Juliet. The dancers express elation and long-
ing through their facial expressions as they per-
form, with their movements always seeming to
reach for each other through extended arm pos-
tures, leg movements, and the repeated placement
of the dancers’ hands on one another. The chore-
ography is able to achieve an intimate recreation
of the moment shared between the characters in
Act 2, Scene 1 of the play.
The correlating scene in the written play
is based on an exchange of passionate vows
with repeated references to nature and divine
beings and long, sweeping statements of love and
commitment by both characters. Romeo begins
one of these exchanges when he says:
ROMEO
Lady, by yonder blessed moon I vow,
That tips with silver all these fruit-tree tops—
JULIET
Oh, swear not by the moon, th’ inconsistent
moon
That monthly changes in her circled orb,
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable.
ROMEO
What shall I swear by?
JULIET
Do not swear at all.
Or, if thou wilt, swear by thy gracious self,
Which is the god of my idolatry,
And I’ll believe thee. (2.1.153-157)
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In addition to the physical representation of
Juliet as a divine or angelic figure through the
use of lifts, Macmillan’s choreography is also
able to effectively capture the sporadic, sweep-
ing, collapsing feeling of young love presented
by the two. Juliet is often seen loosely throwing
her head backwards with a wide smile as she is
held by Romeo, and Romeo playfully pulls her
in from a lean en pointe before lifting her again
and swinging her around. Moments later, Romeo
Figure 1. Romeo and Juliet – Balcony Pas de deux
(The Royal Ballet)
extends into a lunge on one knee before grab-
bing the hem of Juliet’s dress and caressing it
against his face. He repeats the lunge motif, in
many ways mirroring the traditional position of
a proposal, when he wraps his arm around Juliet
as she clasps her hands with a wide smile. In
the written text, Romeo and Juliet’s deep con-
nection can be expressed through their words to
each other and the rhythmic back and forth of
the scene. Macmillan’s choreography alongside
Prokofiev’s orchestrations effectively conveys the
same tone and urgency in the characters. The idea
of a “vow” (2.1.149) or “swear” (2.1.159) comes
up repeatedly in Romeo and Juliet’s exchange on
the balcony—the characters sense a permanence
in their new, yet deep, bond. The childlike whimsy
and lust is conveyed through the movements in
the balcony pas de deux, and the audience is able
to grasp the depth and the passion of the young
lovers as written in the play solely through the ex-
pression of the choreography.
The ballet staging of Romeo and Juliet must
showcase much more than the connection between
the two lovers in order to fully encompass the
themes present in the original text. The issue of
the tragic ending was largely controversial when
Prokofiev first completed the ballet. He strayed
from the traditional final act—he instead had
Romeo return before Juliet ended her life, uniting
the couple happily. As Karen Bennett describes in
her essay “Star-cross’d Lovers: Shakespeare and
Prokofiev’s ‘pas de deux’ in Romeo and Juliet,”
the political climate surrounding Prokofiev’s work
in Russia following the assassination of Kirov
almost created a very divergent ending. Ben-
net describes that “a crisis had just erupted over
Shostakovitch’s opera Lady Macbeth of Mzensk,
and all sorts of works were being condemned as
‘formalistic’ in a frenzy of denunciation that even-
tually resulted in the public ‘court-martialing’ and
ostracizing many great musicians.” (Bennett 313)
The relationship between artistic liberty and gov-
ernment control in this era of Prokofiev’s Rus-
sia, under Stalin, was strained and inevitably in-
tertwined. Tim Ashley’s article “Too Scary for
Stalin” describes this tension surrounding Lady
Macbeth of Mzensk and other artistic works of the
time, including Romeo and Juliet, by saying this
was an era “in which writers and composers were
constrained to take the triumph of the proletariat
as their only subject, and – alarmingly – both pub-
licly to confess their bourgeois formalist failings
and denounce those of their fellow artists.” (Ash-
ley 2004) This tension, in Bennet’s assessment,
led to Prokofiev and others working on the play
wanting to avoid creating a story that “smacked
too much of fatalism” (314), but eventually he suc-
cumbed to the pressure to rework it. The reac-
tion to avoid a dismal ending to the work so as to
not upset the general public with a ballet that re-
volved around fatality makes an interesting com-
ment on the emotional power that the ballet as an
adaptation has where the play does not. The bal-
let as a medium provides the space where these
departures can be considered, while still allow-
ing the audience to experience the work live, due
to its ability to refocus and highlight parts of the
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work that are potentially overlooked in the play. In
the same way one dance holds a spotlight to one
scene, and other scenes may be brushed over en-
tirely, the ability to alter the text with this concept
of refocusing means that balletic adaptations are
afforded a certain freedom to determine what is
integral to the story that other adaptations are not.
Despite the long road to reach the produc-
tion of the ballet, the ending ultimately mirrored
Shakespeare’s original tragic vision. While the
choreography and style of the pas de deux tends
to remain similar from staging to staging, the end
is much more openly interpreted between different
productions. Julien Lestel, who using Prokofiev’s
score choreographed a more contemporary and
minimalist adaptation, has Juliet repeatedly run
her hands down her own face and cover her face
as to mimic crying, while utilizing sharp, cutting,
and jarring positions of the legs in bent, flexed,
and otherwise unnatural looking positions to mir-
ror her grief after seeing Romeo has died. Juliet
can also be seen repeatedly opening her hands
and looking to heaven, and in her final moments
Figure 2. Romeo and Juliette: Compagnie Julien
Lestel: Marquee TV
looks up one last time before dejectedly dropping
her arms and positioning Romeo’s dagger in his
hands, with hers wrapped around them, as she
plunges it into herself—a symbolic addition to
Shakespeare’s text, with both characters appear-
ing to take Juliet’s life simultaneously. In a way,
this choreographic decision is able to portray the
scene with renewed depth. The severity and per-
manence the characters feel unites them in their
decision that death is their only answer, and Juliet
clasping Romeo’s hands around the dagger under-
neath her own is able to portray their collective
grief and unification in death. Lestel’s minimalist
approach with no pieces and the lovers lying on
the floor acts as a stark contrast to the Royal Bal-
let’s production, which centers Juliet on a throne-
like bed with stairs on either side, and Romeo’s
corpse slides down them after kissing Juliet one
last time.
In the text, Juliet’s final words after Romeo’s
death are simply “O happy dagger, / This is
thy sheath; there rust and let me die.” (5.3.169-
170), but the ballet staging allows for the grief
of the character to be extended and fully ex-
pressed. Olena Uschapivska explores how Romeo
and Juliet, using Prokofiev’s score, is able to
achieve a deeper understanding of the plot than
other ballets: “Despite having multiple acts and
a numbered structure with different dances, the
action is based on the principle of montage with
episodic scenes. It is this principle that enables
the audience to feel the plurality, completeness,
and consistent development of the protagonist’s
character.” (Uschapivska 62) She then moves to
describe Juliet’s development as the protagonist
in tandem with the score. The scene in which
Juliet discovers Romeo has died is one of the
aforementioned “episodic scenes,” but La Scala’s
staging removes the function of any other char-
acter in Juliet’s last moments. She instead awak-
ens, crosses the stage, and while walking back-
wards hits Romeo’s hand with her foot—and the
audience is met with the image of her discov-
ering, completely alone, that her lover has died.
Juliet then shakes Romeo’s body before letting
out a noiseless scream as the music crescendos
(Macmillan, Roberto Bolle and Misty Copeland,
La Scala, Romeo and Juliet), before crossing stage
again and stabbing herself, and crawling onto her
bed to die positioned again above Romeo. The
parallel to the pas de deux scene on the balcony
and the continual imagery of Juliet as an angel or
godlike image is brought full circle. Through the
movement and staging choices of the production,
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Romeo’s view of Juliet as a figure of angelic status
is conveyed to the audience and in tandem height-
ens the emotional stakes and makes the charac-
ter’s motivations for their dire actions more appar-
ent. The visual element of ballet interpretations
of Shakespeare is a pillar for the refocusing of the
works to emotionally centered narratives.
While other Shakespearian tragedies such as
Hamlet and Othello have become ballets as well,
Romeo and Juliet remains the most common to ap-
pear in the repertoire of a major company. The
work’s themes lend themselves to the stage—the
frivolity and freedom of young love and the harsh
implications of keeping lovers apart. The text lays
the bones for these themes, as well as the con-
cepts of familial feuds and cultural pressure, and
the scenes are able to put into words how deeply
the two protagonists feel for each other. However,
the emotional ability of the performers is capital-
ized on through the ballet in which certain scenes
are extended and performed through movement,
letting crucial moments that allow the audience to
feel the characters as humans on the stage linger in
the air for just a moment longer. The four-minute
paux de deus in place of the balcony scene, as well
as extended moments in the death scenes, add a
layer of emotional depth beyond language to the
original story. Putting a tragedy into the form of
a ballet, especially in Prokofiev’s sweeping and
beautiful orchestrations, seems to give the lovers
a vibrancy and poignancy that make them feel real
to the audience. No words are needed, and the
movements on the stage are able to convey how
connected Romeo and Juliet are in a way that the
play approaches but falls short of in moments that
could drag out longer to give a fuller picture of
bliss and grief as experienced by the characters.
2. Comedy as Ballet
If Romeo and Juliet is the most widely pro-
duced tragic ballet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
is its comedic equivalent in terms of staging pop-
ularity. The most popular ballet production was
created by George Balanchine, longtime artistic
director of the New York City Ballet and creator of
the Balanchine style of ballet training—one char-
acterized by sharp movements, clean positioning,
and expressive port de bras, or upper body move-
ment. In his biography of the choreographer’s life,
author Bernard Taper says, “Balanchine did not
hesitate to throw himself onto the studio floor in
the course of demonstrating to his dancers some
movement in one of his ballets.” (4) This level
of dedication to the point of recklessness comes
across clearly in the original choreography, set to
orchestrations by Felix Mendelssohn.
Where the ballet staging of Romeo and Juliet
needed to allow moments of extension and explo-
ration in the connection between the lovers, al-
most focusing in the plot and giving more atten-
tion to moments of closeness and intimacy, A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream is challenged with need-
ing to encapsulate the chaos of all three plots into
one staging. Balanchine’s original choreographed
staging allows for many of the same points of
plot to remain intact—the confusion of the Athe-
nian lovers, Titania and Oberon’s battle over the
changeling, and Robin Goodfellow’s (almost ex-
clusively listed as Puck) involvement in the chaos.
There is more of a fixation, in Balanchine’s edi-
tion, on the fairies and the unnatural, dreamlike,
and magical elements of the work. The ballet
opens on Titania surrounded by her attendants,
made up of a corps de ballet, with Puck leap-
ing out onto the stage in movements made up
largely of dramatic, high leaps and bounding arm
movements. Where Romeo and Juliet was fo-
cused on the pas de deux and interaction between
smaller numbers of dancers, Balanchine’s A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream gains its vibrancy from
large group numbers, with lines of dancers com-
pleting choreography in the backgrounds of solos
and doing passes of turns, leaps, and sharp arm
movements across the stage in groups. Combined
with the bright, tinny, and syncopated orchestra-
tions from Mendelssohn, the twenty-five-minute
opening number sets the audience up to under-
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stand the chaos that will unfold before them.
In many ways, the comedic element of the
text becomes clearer to the audience as a whole
in a production where the moments of comedy
are acted out with no words—instead of tongue in
cheek humor potentially becoming lost on some
members of the audience, the physical expression
of the moments and the absurdity of certain ele-
ments of the plot allow for the jokes to be more
universally understood. For example, as Titania
falls in love with Bottom after the potion is ap-
plied to her eyes in a fit of jealousy by Oberon,
she says “I pray thee, gentle mortal, sing again. /
Mine ear is much enamored of thy note; / So is
mine eye enthralled to thy shape, / And thy fair
virtue’s force perforce doth move me / On the first
view to say, to swear, I love thee.” (3.1.121-124)
While there is nothing inherently wrong with this
speech to readers, seeing the physical act of Ti-
tania cuddling Bottom with a donkey’s head atop
his costume can be more universally understood
as humorous because of its simplicity. The dancer
Figure 3. A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Balanchine
/ NYC Ballet)
performing as Bottom mimics Titania’s graceful
movements before dropping to the ground and
pretending to eat grass—to which Titania has her
attendants form a bouquet of grass for her to feed
him instead, dragging him around the stage. In his
essay “Shakespeare, Ballet, and Dance” Rodney
Edgecombe notes how the comedy in particular
faces a challenge when he says, “Shakespearean
comedy, in its effort to choreograph irregularities
(or, in the words of the play in hand, to delete
moles, harelips, scars and marks prodigious), had
to take stock of their existence before it could in-
oculate against them.” (Edgecombe 206) The ir-
regularities Edgecombe discusses are numerous in
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and the choreogra-
phy acts as a method of “taking stock” of these
comedic elements before emphasizing their absur-
dity. For example, in the choreography, Titania
and Bottom’s interactions are reliant on a drama-
tization and focus on facial expression and move-
ment as a way of relaying the comedy in the ab-
surdity to the audience effectively. Instead of re-
lying on the audience to understand the linguistic
nuances and humor in the spoken play or in the
written word, the ballet is able to do some of the
work for its viewers and interpret and exaggerate
the humor present in the scene through physical
movement.
Balanchine’s interpretation centers the fairies
and the world within the forest more than the
lovers’ plots—it capitalizes on the mystical and
the way that it lends itself to dance with the lovers
and players coming in as almost secondary. Edge-
combe notes that this practice was employed by
Marius Pepita and Michel Fokine, who chore-
ographed earlier but less modernly popularized
stagings of the play (Edgecombe 202). Another
prominent and widely produced choreography of
the ballet is “The Dream”, staged for The Royal
Ballet by Frederick Ashton. While set to the
same orchestrations, the movements in Ashton’s
rendition are noticeably slower, more grounded,
and more elegant than those in Balanchine’s tech-
nique. This version sees the dancers much more
isolated at different points while principal dancers
move around them—it is more rooted in sweep-
ing, large movements of the legs and arms than
Balanchine’s jump and positional-centric chore-
ography. These two interpretations of the same
Shakespearian play, set to the same music, bring
in another important influence on ballet adapta-
tion—the style of ballet utilized by the company
performing it. While Balanchine and the move-
ments associated with his school of dance are
sharp, precise, and harsh, The Royal Ballet prac-
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tices classical English ballet in a technique that
they have spread to many other schools of ballet
around the world.
The formality end emotional capacity of bal-
let does not mean that there is no room for
comedic relief, and Balanchine’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream employs some of the same act-
ing techniques utilized in prominent productions
of Romeo and Juliet to fill the gaps between elon-
gated moments of dance. Edgecombe remarks that
“far from dispensing with mime, Balanchine has
simply appliquéd it onto formal ballet steps. There
are Munchian silent screams, tappings of the fore-
head (the awful balletic equivalent of the cartoon
lightbulb), rotating hands to signify dance and
many other gestic details besides.” (Edgecombe
211) The acknowledgement that ballet in Shake-
speare does require the aid of acting does not
negate that the removal of the spoken word acts as
a vessel for a broader and more inclusive under-
standing of the plots unfolding for the audience.
The experience of the audience becomes centered
on the perception of the movement and exagger-
ation of emotions rather than the deliverance of
lines by actors—which in both comedic and tragic
platforms allow for a both individualized and si-
multaneously universal experience for everyone in
the audience. Everyone is watching the same set
of seemingly impossible physical feats completed
before them, but each audience member is tasked
with internally translating what they see based on
their own emotional intelligence and experiences
with fewer barriers of language or translation.
3. The Contemporary Shakespeare Interpreta-
tion
A step of translation beyond ballet choreog-
raphy is contemporary dance interpretations of
Shakespeare. This category can contain both
tragic and comedic plays in staging, but the in-
terpretation goes beyond the removal of lines and
replacement with choreography—there are addi-
tionally new elements infused into the staging
or story that give it a new context or setting.
One of the more recent examples of this mod-
ernist style of ballet interpretation can be found
in “Midsummer Night’s Dream”—Alexander Ek-
man’s staging of A Midsummer Night’s Dream for
the Royal Swedish Ballet. This version replaces
Mendelssohn’s orchestral music with singing from
Anna von Hausswolff, and instead of focusing
on the fairies and Athenian lovers of Shake-
speare’s text, Ekman takes the audience into one
unnamed character’s mind as he goes through
events happening during the midsummer solstice.
The staging is heavily influenced by the traditions
and ceremonies of the Scandinavian celebrations
while infusing the entire production with an air
of mystery and confusion—something that Shake-
speare’s writing of the original text knows all too
well. While the production is a riff mainly on the
title of Shakespeare’s work, taking the elements
of the title into a more literal and modern account,
the Shakespearian influence is still present in the
connection to the natural world, the focus on the
mystical and dreamlike, and the centering of one
man’s dream as a mode of telling a story about a
long-lived cultural experience. The idea of emo-
tionally heightened performance through the em-
ployment of choreography remains relevant in this
interpretation, with expression and modern move-
ments being utilized to provide an understand-
ing of a cultural experience rather than a Shake-
spearean story. This adaptation utilizes the free-
dom to refocus the work by refocusing it onto a
different culture rather than on a different emo-
tional element of the original text.
A more closely linked contemporary retelling
of Shakespeare comes in the form of the Czech
National Ballet’s 2019 Romeo and Juliet. As the
description of the production states, “Artistic Di-
rector Petr Zuska de-emphasizes the roles of the
titular characters, instead reflecting Shakespeare’s
interest in all that surrounded Romeo and Juliet:
the tense gender dynamics, the influence of fam-
ily, and the eternal question of humanity’s place
in the cosmos.” (Romeo and Juliet: ALL ARTS
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Figure 4. Daniel Huntington, Romeo and Juliet: ALL ARTS Performance Selects
Performance Selects) The costumes are stark and
modern, with very few set pieces and singular-
colored costumes on the dancers. The balcony pas
de deux is reinvigorated, positioning Juliet on a
pier-like structure—still maintaining the integrity
of the scene, but with less clear associations of
what is being presented in the eyes of the audi-
ence. The continued use of the original orchestra-
tions to fresh choreography, based less in a certain
technical style and more with the intent to perform
in a more modern and candid way, are a jarring
but poignant new experience for viewers who may
have seen the original choreography. The corps
de ballet functions like a Chorus in many ways,
almost always present and often carrying what ap-
pear to be busts of female heads—with the heads
being marked with a single black ribbon after a
character dies. Many of the set structures are em-
blematic of a prison, and a strategic use of lighting
highlights characters or groups as only silhouettes.
As stated by the company’s mission in the de-
scription of the production, the shot in Figure 4
showcases how the choreography and set design
are less focused on the elaborate and beautiful
backdrop of the Montagues and Capulets perpet-
uated by other productions, but instead is repre-
sentative of the imprisonment experienced by the
characters in their society. The use of the lighting
to portray shadows give the audience the knowl-
edge that something is happening out of sight of
those who are on stage, and out of the control of
the Romeo, whose undoing we are witnessing as
Juliet is carried behind him. This more literal refo-
cusing of the lighting elements allows for empha-
sis on the constraining societal elements present
in Romeo and Juliet and highlights the characters’
reactions to their surroundings as the centerpiece
of the tale.
Contemporary productions such as Czech Na-
tional’s Romeo and Juliet and Ekman’s Midsum-
mer Night’s Dream show that interpretations of
Shakespeare as ballet and dance experiences are
never going to be limited. Just as theatrical stag-
ings and film adaptations of Shakespeare can be
shaped and modernized to add a fresh perspec-
tive to an existing conversation, different focuses
can be superimposed onto choreographed produc-
tions of the same works. The audience is then ex-
posed not only to a work that has had a linguistic
barrier broken but are also presented with a com-
plete reimagining of the themes and existing con-
flicts within the works. While the contemporary
productions are inherently more reliant on back-
ground knowledge of the play in order for full
understanding to be reached, the continual explo-
ration of what can be highlighted in Shakespeare’s
works with dance as a unique medium encourages
a continual conversation on what is most impor-
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tant in Shakespearean stories.
Arguments could be made against adaptations
of Shakespeare that remove the written word from
the experience, citing a loss of the aspect that
have made the plays so timeless and widely stud-
ied. The written form of any literature, including
Shakespeare, excludes anyone without the back-
ground knowledge to understand the linguistic ele-
ments of the works. Additionally, even when there
is an understanding, there comes the issue of trans-
lation and both the lack of and inaccuracy of cer-
tain translations. While dance as an industry does
not have a history of accessibility, with the avail-
ability of resources and streaming services, the
recordings of the ballet and dance performances
are able to reach a wider audience without the con-
cern of linguistic barriers. Dance is in itself an in-
terpretation of the work, and the body becomes a
vessel that takes on a language of its own. The
portrayal of Shakespearian works in dance holds
no less validity than any other interpretation, and
the removal of language and reinterpretation of the
work into movement allows for a more accessible
experience on the part of the audience.
The stylistic and cultural influence of ballet
makes it a global experience. From Russian tech-
nique rooted in theatres such as the Bolshoi and
Kirov to Italian Cecchetti and American Balan-
chine technique, each school of training is able to
impose a different nuance on the work the com-
pany performs. Balanchine’s sharp, pointed mo-
tions give the fairies of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream a chaotic, dizzying feeling of wonder,
while Macmillan’s Romeo and Juliet is influenced
by the grandiose, classical, and elaborate techni-
cal aspects which Russian ballet is centered in.
Each style represents a unique set of artistic and
geographic influence on the movements inflicted
onto the base movements of ballet, from the way
a jump is landed to the positioning of the pointer
finger when an arm is extended in an arabesque.
The contemporary infuses an entirely new set of
rules and nuances onto the movements, focusing
less on the traditional and practiced and more on
the expression. The styles employed by various
companies subsequently have a significant impact
on the way productions around the world choose
to stage the same ballet, allowing a global lens to
be further applied to the productions. Prokofiev’s
original desire to stage Romeo and Juliet with-
out its original tragic ending was a result of an
avoidance of fatalist narratives in Russia, and Ek-
man’s Midsummer Night’s Dream inherently re-
lies on Scandinavian culture to reclaim the signif-
icance surrounding the title of Shakespeare’s text.
Ballet is not only beyond language, but beyond
geography. The application of different stylistic
techniques represents a set of cultural phenom-
ena that has guided the respective school of ballet
technique to the choices it made in its staging.
Interpretations of Shakespeare aim to stretch
the audience’s mind beyond what is written in the
text. Ballet as a form of expression is reliant on the
body of the performers as the mode of communi-
cation. This reliance is able to highlight the most
humanistic element of Shakespeare’s works: the
emotional drive at the heart of the story. Through
the dancers’ nuanced facial expressions and move-
ments, as well as the elongation and exaggera-
tion of moments that the text may not give the
same attention to, the audience is able to collec-
tively shift its focus to the emotional human ex-
perience unfolding in front of them. The foot-
work for the audience is done, and the connec-
tion between Romeo and Juliet and the comedic
relief in the relationship between Titania and Bot-
tom is placed in front of them, already translated
into a universal emotional language for their view-
ing. Watching human bodies inhibit the characters
with not language, but movement and expression,
adds a new layer of understanding and light to cen-
turies old characters, making ballet adaptations of
Shakespeare not a loss of text, but a gain of a more
multidimensional and connected understanding of
the texts. The body as a vessel in Shakespeare be-
comes a method of refocusing and understanding,
through shared emotional experiences, what has
historically been an exclusionary language.
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